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MIRAMONTI SPA

 ÖFFNUNGSZEITEN / HOURS / ORARI

POOLS
07.30 - 20.00

SPA
08.00 - 20.00 

FOREST SAUNA
14.00 - 20.00

BIO SAUNA & STEAM BATH
12.00 - 20.00

GYM & ACTIVITY HOUSE 
07.00 - 22.00

DE Ausspannen & Wohlfühlen
Aufladen, Rhythmus und Balance finden Indoor & Outdoor

IT  Relax & Benessere
Energia vitale, Fuggire dalla vita di tutti i giorni, Fare il pieno di energia, 
Prendersi cura della propria salute, Armonia tra corpo - anima - spirito

EN  Relaxation & Well-being
Revitalise and escape from everyday life. 

Recharge and rebalance, harmonise your body, soul and spirit.



 SPA TEAM 

ILONA, GIANLUCA, MIRIAM
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Relax House Sundeck

TheMIRAMONTI forest Infinity Sole Pool

Jogging-Parcour at MIRAMONTI forest
Finnish Forestsauna
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RELAX MODE
Intimate and liberatingly open. Close to nature, centring and purist. We are opening 
our private spa 1.230 metres above sea level. It appears to float high above Merano 
and its rural idyll. This is what inspired us to create treatments and beauty rituals with 
perceptible added value, and retreats with an exceptional aura and incomparable 
views. Relaxation. Providing space for the development of new thoughts and ideas. 
Snuggling. Returning to yourself. And reconnecting with the rhythm of nature.
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is the embodiment of a vital combination: science and passion.

Our mission is to offer a holistic vision that can help a healthy and sustainable 
lifestyle. Giving a human appearance to science as a guarantee
of solid and continuing progress, together with passion and care. We believe in a 
double approach: beginning internally, relaxing the mind, slowing down and feeling 
the benefits of the present, and at the same time treating and nourishing our external 
appearance for the deepest well-being possible.
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FACE TREATMENTS

NEU! Sacred Nature Regenerative Elixir
A Cosmos™ certified organic skincare, eco-designed to preserve skin youth and 
contribute to biodiversity protection. 

RUBBER MASK suitible for dry skins, mature skins   50 min  € 130

GLOW CLAY MASK suitible for skins
that requier an intense stimulation and cleansing  50 min  € 130 
     
PURITY - ACTIVE PURENESS    50 min  € 130 
An intense and yet delicate treatment for deep cleansing 
with a balancing and normalizing effect on the skin, 
freshens and smoothes. Ideal for all skin conditions 
including impure skins, oily skins and with wrinkles.

ANTI AGING - SUBLIME SKIN    50 min  € 130 
Anti-aging treatment that renews and stimulates 
cellular regeneration of face, neck and decolleté. 
Hyaluronic acid production Helps countering thinning 
and increased fragility. Visible firming 
and replumping effect mask. Ideal for matur skin.

LONGEVITY - SKIN REGIMEN     50 min  € 130
This Anti-Age and Anti-stress facetreatment renews, 
tones and repositions the skin tissues for visibly youthful, 
healthier skin. Not recommended in Summertime.

DETOX - SKIN REGIMEN    50 min  € 130
The perfect antidote for everyone to detoxify the 
skin from pollution, stress and specifically to combat 
impurities and imperfections. Recommended for first lines, 
sings of aging and fatigue.

RECOVER TOUCH     50 min  € 130 
Intensive antioxidant vitamin treatment with Goji berries. 
It cosmetically protects, soothes, nourish and tone the skin. 
For undernourished and tired skins.
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BODY TREATMENTS
NEW! BODY ACTIVE MASSAGE    80 min  € 150
Intensive remineralizing, remodelling 
and firming treatment with an innovative 
body mask made up of Yellow Clay from Brazil 
and Plankton extract. Its efficacy is boosted by an exclusive 
massage that combines the use of Tui-Na techniques. 
Ideal for combining with a fitness programme
or to be included in an anti-cellulite and firming programme.

NEW! BODY STRATEGIST MONTALCINO MUD  80 min  € 150 
An intensive treatment with thermal waters from Montalcino, 
algae and essential oils. Recommended for those 
looking to detox and redefine skin texture.

BODY STRATEGIST DOUBLE PEEL BODY   80 min  € 150 
Active vegetal ingrdiens for an exclusive body mask 
that promotes perfect tone and elasticity. 
With an activating renewing body exfoliator. 

BACK AND NECK MUD    50 min  € 105
Specific treatment with mud that relieves 
pain and muscle tension. The treatment ends with 
a relaxing back massage.

BODY STRATEGIST PEEL SCRUB   50 min  € 105
Rich peeling with fruit extracts. Tightens 
and renews the skin cells. Suitable
for all skin types.
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MASSAGEN RITUAL
NEW! AROMASOUL INDIAN AYURVEDIC MASSAGE  50 min  € 105
This massage involves body, mind
and spirit in a pleasant journey. 
Stimulates the lymphatic system, 
tones muscles and nerves, purifies toxins, 
promotes sleep and rest.
 
TOP TIP! AROMASOUL MEDITERRANEAN RITUAL 50 min  € 105
A unique ritual massage for a deep well-being experience. 
It has a draining, toning and energetic action, 
for a complete sense of well-being and vitality.

TOP TIP! TRANQUILLITY RITUAL    50 min  € 105
A precious sensorial synergy of delicate textures, 
aromatic scents and the power of human touch 
for a unique experience to deeply relax the body and mind.

COMFORT TOUCH FACE & BODY MASSAGE  50 min  € 105
A precious cocktail of bio-energetic, relaxing
and harmonizing gestures. The massage relieves tension, 
stimulates the blood - and lymph -circulation and encourage deep relaxation.

HANDS & FEETS RITUAL    50 min  € 80
Let yourself be pampered with a relaxed treatment of hands and feet.
Muscles and joint functions are improved 
and the skin becomes soft and elastic.

FOOT SPECIALIST     25 min  € 45 
Relaxing, soothing and nourishing treatment for feet.
With an enzymatic peeling, foot rasp 
and concluding the treatment with a neem creem. 
For all skin conditions, all year round.

HAND SPECIALIST     25 min  € 45
Regenerating, restructuring and energizing 
treatment for hands. For all skin conditions, all year round.
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MASSAGGEN KLASSISCH 

Full body Massage with essential oils    50 min  € 90
or with homemade Vervain oil

Sport massage     50 min   € 110
Especially for people who are physically active     

Neck, head and face massage   50 min  € 94

Foot Massage       25 min.  € 49

Drainage Massage     50 min  € 100

Combination Massage     50 min  € 105
Back, legs, arms, face, abdomen

SERVICE BEAUTY
Eyebrow shaping     20 min  € 25

Eyebrow or lash tinting    25 min  € 40

Eyebrow shaping and tinting and lash tinting 50 min  € 70
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MIRAMONTI SPECIALS

MIRAMONTI PORPHYR-EISENKRAUT MASSAGE 65 min  € 130
Using volcanic porphyry (the same rocks 
upon which Miramonti is built) and Verbena essential oil. 
Verbena is known for its soothing and anti-depressive effects. 
In addition, it promotes sleep and is applied externally to cure 
inflammations.

TIBETAN SOUND MASSAGE    65 min  € 130
Tibetan bells and hot volcanic porphyry stones 
are used in this massage.
This particular and pleasant treatment promotes vitality, 
removes psychophysical tensions, purifies toxines, reduces and 
relieves pain, anxiety and difficulty in falling asleep. 
This special massage uses singing bowls and hot volcanic 
porhyry stones.

RECOMMENDED
BY THE SPA

TEAM

RECOMMENDED
BY CARMEN
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EARLY MORNING
COFFEE AT THE POOL
An invigorating start - with the morning sun immerse yourself in the crystal clear 
waters of our pool. Awaken your mind, body and spirit as you drift the length of 
our pool. What better way to start the day than with a freshly brewed Nespresso 
coffee from the Nespresso machine.
Brew your coffee from 7.30-11am at the Tea Bar.
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FOREST THERAPY
And you are invited to take your time, to fill up and to let go, at the Forest-
Therapy. Guided and supported. Alone and in peace.

Take the Nordic walking poles and wander through the woods on soft ground. About 
30 acres of hardwood and softwood welcome you. They are the realm of recreation. 
Follow the panorama trail. Listen to the sound of nature. The chirping of birds, the 
murmur of the mountain stream, the rustle of the trees.

Monika Laner, a trained forest and wildlife educator, will be happy to 
accompain you. Experience mindfulness exercises in the midst of untouched nature 
and train your senses. Please register for this at our reception.

You will get the Forest Walk Map at reception.



KID'S SPLASH-TIME
Dear parents & dear children, please note kids Splash Time takes place twice 
daily: 10am -1pm & 3pm -5pm.

Outside these times, access to the Pool is strictly for adults only. We thank you for 
your consideration of our guests without children, who have chosen the MIRAMONTI 
as a quiet retreat.

However for our younger residents the fun doesn´t stop there and from 5pm we invite 
all the little ones for a daily hot chocolate topped with cream or an ice cream at the 
bar – they can even wear their bathrobes!

Dear guests without children, we ask for your consideration in the Kids-Splash-
Time for families with children.
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SPA-INFO
What's important to us is that ALL our guests, from the youngest to the eldest 
feel pampered and provided for.

• Please also keep the Pool and Spa area as a mobile phone free zone, 
after all, it´s here we come to forget about daily life!

• Share our love of the environment and please use the bath towels 
sparingly, when you´re finished we kindly ask you to place used towels in our 
laundry cart.

• Please do not reserve beach chairs with towels and be sure to take all your 
belongings and towels away when leaving the relaxation room.

• For reasons of hygiene food is not allowed in our spa.

• Please dispose of used tea bags in the bin provided (located at the tea bar)
• We also remind you that costumes must be worn in our pool & hot tub 

We are happy to advise. 
We want our treatments to be just right for you. Tell us what your wishes and 
expectations are, and we will be pleased to offer advice. Be sure to inform us 
of any problems like high blood pressure, heart disorders etc. or pregnancy.

Make yourself at home.
With a bath robe and slippers you are well dressed for a visit to the spa 
facilities. Come to your treatment five minutes earlier and enjoy a cup of tea for 
a relaxed start to your feel-good programme.

Make your appointments in good time.
To help us accomodate your wishes for treatments at the time of your choice we 
recommend you make your appointment as early as possible, preferably when 
you book your room. 

If anything should come up…
If you have to change or cancel your appointment, please do so 24 hours 
prior to the appointment at the latest. Otherwise you will be charged for the 
treatment.
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